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Ministry of Health calls for blood donations
“Blood donation saves lives”
The Ministry of Health pointed out
that the decrease in blood
donations in the country has
disrupted treatments and called for
donations.
Stating that there is a serious drop
in stocks in the Blood Bank, the
Ministry of Health noted that
patients and thalassaemials who
have blood needs have difficulty in
finding blood and called for
donations to all citizens in order to
overcome the shortage of blood
stocks.

this issue
cooperation.

by

calling

for

Dr. Ali Pilli said, “Blood donation
is important both for providing
blood to the people in need and for
the health of the donor. The
donation of every healthy person
who is able to give blood will help
to eliminate the current blood
shortage in our country.
Everyone has to do their part in
blood donation.”
Blood can be donated at the
following Centres :

Minister of Health Ali Pilli called
on citizens to donate blood to
compensate for insufficiency in
stocks and announced that the
Ministry of Health would organize
various blood donation campaigns
in order to overcome this
deficiency.

Nicosia Burhan Nalbantoğlu
State Hospital Blood Bank,

Minister Pilli, is contacting major
institutions and organizations on

Source : Ministry of Health

Girne Akçiçek State Hospital,
Famagusta State Hospital
Cengiz Topel Hospital.
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Kasım Aktaş, who was diagnosed
with the first West Nile Virus in the
TRNC and had been treated at the
Lefkosa State Hospital since 18th
July 2019, died at 20:30 yesterday
(21st August).

Currently, two patients are being
treated at Lefkosa State Hospital
with the diagnosis of West Nile
Virus and four patients are waiting
for blood test results.

The Ministry of Health continues
Kasim Aktas, a 69-year-old woman its fight against larvae and larvae
from Topcukoy,
had severe control intensively throughout the
secondary illnesses in addition to country.
the diagnosis of West Nile Virus.
Source : Ministry of Health

In Memory of Ken Ford
Readers mail...
Sandra Brennan.....
Bar 33, Ozankoy......
As most of you know we recently
lost a wonderful gentleman, Ken
Ford.
Ken played for both our darts and
pool teams here at Bar 33 and
following a conversation with Sue
we are delighted to announce that
we will be holding both an open
darts and pool tournament in his
memory.

SPORTS CORRESPONDENT
Richard BEALE
email:

West Nile Virus

The tournaments will be held on
separate days.

The entry fee will be 50TL per
person per tournament with half of
monies collected going to the
winner and half to Sue's chosen
charity.

The days/dates will be confirmed
once we have an idea of numbers.
Therefore can you please let me
know, as soon as possible if you'd
like to play in either or both of
these tournaments.
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Non-recognition of each other not an obstacle for cooperation
Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Kudret Özersay
stated that the fact that both sides
in Cyprus did not recognise each
other did not mean the two sides
could not cooperate and there were
concrete examples in the past.
Touching
upon
the
latest
developments in the Eastern
Mediterranean, during a meeting
organised by the Diplomatic
Correspondents Association in
Ankara, Özersay said ‘our
perspective is not creating conflict,
our perspective is cooperation
between the two sides’.
Reminding that he was told that as
the two sides in Cyprus did not
recognise each other cooperation is
not possible, Minister Özersay
underlined that the TRNC and
Greek Cypriot Administration had
cooperated in the past on energy
issues.
Özersay
pointed
out
that
cooperation could be achieved via
international companies if they

conditionally require the approval
of both sides of the island and the
fair share of natural resources in
order to transfer the hydrocarbon
resources of the island to global
markets. At least Greek Cypriots
would have to cooperate with
Turkish Cypriots in that specific
issue. Mentioning that the TRNC
and Turkey will be taking more
steps on the issue in the event of
the international actors failing to
persuade the Greek Cypriots to
cooperate, Özersay said ‘This, of
course, will not mean using force
but to expand our drilling
activities. Today, we are at the
point where the balance in the
Eastern Mediterranean region,
which was distorted, is restored,
and if we had not carried out this
work and not developed this
balance in the field, the
possibility of conflict would be
very high’. On the other hand
Özersay stated that the policies
pursued
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean were independent
of the Cyprus negotiations
process.

Minister Özersay stressed that the
Turkish Cypriots have talked with
the Italian Eni company and said
‘We had a dialogue, theoretically,
on the issues of how and at what
stage we can have cooperation.
Also the other companies with
which we had dialogue have
signalled that they are open to
discuss formulas in which Turkish
Cypriots will be included, thus
reducing the risk.’
Also touching upon the issue of
Maraş, Özersay reminded that an

inventory on immovable and other
properties in the fenced-off city
was currently being prepared, and
he reiterated the government’s
intention to take action once the
inventory was completed. “Our
government’s position on the
matter is clear, that is the fencedoff city of Maraş needs to become
part of everyday life in the area
without waiting for a solution. The
rights of former residents and the
Evkaf Administration will not be
ignored."

Any agreements not valid if TCs & Turkey are not included
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu said that any agreement
in the Eastern Mediterranean that
does not include the Turkish
Cypriot people or Turkey is not
valid.
Speaking at a joint press conference
after a visit with his Lebanese
counterpart Gebran Bassil in Beirut,
the Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu touched upon
the work being carried out by
Turkey
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean.
He said that Turkey was carrying
out
work
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean within its own

continental shelf and the permits
received from the Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus. Çavuşoğlu
said that they were carrying out
their work in order to protect the
rights of the Turkish Cypriot people
in the region.
Minister Çavuşoğlu underlined the
fact that Turkey will continue to
protect the rights of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus and
the Turkish Cypriot people in the
Eastern Mediterranean for all time.
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The CyprusScene.com award to John Aziz Kent
By Chris Elliott...
Of all of the people we have met
in Northern Cyprus we have been
so impressed by Mr John Aziz
Kent a TRNC Patriot, Father of
North Cyprus Tourism and for his
quest that the TRUTH of Cyprus
be told so the world understands
the whole issue.
For this reason we presented him
with the CyprusScene.com award
for his lifelong quest to achieve
his aims.
John Aziz Kent was born in the
Dillirga area of Cyprus on 15th
May 1934 and was the son of
Mehmet Zeybek and Fatma Muslu
who had six children in all, three
boys and three girls.

John's father - Mehmet

As the years rolled by John helped
support his family by working in
any way that he could and when
his father was disabled in an
accident at the CMC mines this
had a lasting effect on him and he
became very strong and ambitious.
In 1951 after forging his birth
certificate to show he was nineteen
he was recruited for training in
Famagusta before being shipped to
Egypt to help the British Forces
with the defence of the Suez Canal.
Whilst there he fancied himself as
a boxer and joined the Army

boxing club and with hardly any
training he learned the hard way
and was put up against a top
amateur heavyweight boxer who
he was hardly able to hit. After
losing the bout with a severe
beating from his opponent, who
was one of the best boxers in the
army, he said to John "’My God
you are a hard man to knock out".
On his return to Cyprus there was
very little work except in the
Mines so he obtained a job with the
Limni Mines Corporation in Polis
where he worked underground in

conditions which were terrible. As
he spoke Turkish, Greek and
English he was then given a job as
an interpreter in the mining area.
From here he moved to CMC
mines, in Karadağ, but following a
layoff of many of the workforce
John was able to go back to his old
job as interpreter at Limni Mines
Corporation in Polis where he was
trained to use explosives and put in
charge of the dynamite stock and
was promoted to Foreman.

The area of Cyprus known as
Dillirga is the poorest and least
fertile part of Cyprus and the
inhabitants were all looked down
on as the poor inferior cousins of
Cypriot Greeks and Turks alike.
John was named Cevdet but as he
was a sickly child it was decided
to change his name to Aziz
Mehmet. He lived in a house
provided by CMC mines in the
village of Skouridissa before being
moved with his family by the
company to Karadag (Lefke).

Mine in Cyprus

John in the early 1950s
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continued .... The CyprusScene.com award to John Aziz Kent
By now the Cyprus troubles started
by the Greek Cypriots had
accelerated and Turkish Cypriots
felt very vulnerable and he joined a
defence group called Volkan. He
managed to persuade a bunch of
young men to join with him and he
became their leader in that part of
Cyprus in the town of Polis.
He also met Captain Lionel Savery
in Lefke who was the British Chief
of the Intelligence Service in
Cyprus and was asked to help
them.
With the passage of time John
became known as a leading
representative in defending the
Turkish Cypriots and with threats
being made to kill him and a
number of his friends being killed
he left for the UK.
On arrival in the UK after looking
for work John got a job in a
laundry loading the huge laundry
machines and after a series of other
jobs, needing to earn more money,
he worked for a while at weekends
washing dishes at Lyons Corner
House in the Strand.

Then it was time to think about
returning to his homeland and the
idea of him building a hotel in
Lapta seemed incredible to his
friends. Hotel business was not a
Turk's business and not in Lapta
itself. On a day John and his
friends went to the Baspinar
ancient
spring
to
entertain
themselves, the Greeks did not
behave well towards them. The
grocers in the village and then at
the restaurant by the spring had all
shown their dislike towards them
as Turkish Cypriots.
All Turkish villages in the
countryside were besieged by the
Greeks. Thousands of Turks had
left their homes and taken refuge in
other areas. Many Turks were
kidnapped and nothing more was
heard of them. As a result of the
prevailing situation, only a few
jobs were allocated to Turks.
But John Aziz Kent was
determined to put his aspirations
into practice. He felt himself
compelled to do so by his love for
his homeland. He was going to

will be recognised and with the
world it can move in peace and
harmony.

After
many
difficulties
he
eventually managed to move his
construction of the Celebrity Hotel
forward in 1974 and this was
followed by Chateau Lambousa
Hotel and its Bungalows and he
then started marketing holidays
through his own travel agency and
as the years rolled forward he
started the TRNC Hoteliers
Association and is still their
Honorary Founding President.

John has never forgotten his
Cypriot roots in the Dillirga area of
Cyprus and is the founder of the
International
Cyprus
Turkish
Dillirga Association which was
founded in 2018 and has around
25,000 members.

As the founding father of Turkish
Cypriot Tourism it's no surprise
that he has remained an outspoken
critic of what needs to be done to
improve tourism despite the unfair
embargo placed on his country and
he says if the TRUTH of Cyprus is
told and accepted, then the TRNC

After working hard and earning
money and investing in buying
properties, John was introduced to
Soho and wanted to be a part of it.
His opportunity came when he was
able to buy “Au Refuge”
(“Sanctuary” – registered as a
members’ drinking club).
As his business developed he
changed this club into a
discotheque and now opportunities
arose and he opened a number of
other clubs and eventually owned
The Celebrity in Clifford Street.

restore the glories of ancient days
which had once enlightened these
lovely shores.

Perhaps it's appropriate that John
Aziz Kent summarises his life's
work as follows.
"On reflection, if I had
concentrated my efforts on my
businesses in London I would
have been extremely wealthy now,
instead of in debt, but I had this
crazy notion of wanting to do
something for the Turkish Cypriot
community and I am still doing
it."

"Birds of a Feather" show
Front right - John, wife Valerie
and son Gordon

Dillirga Association is welcomed at the Kumarcılar Han
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Re-living my past in Istanbul
wanted to enjoy the sea, so we had
preferred to stand in the middle area of
the boat, from where we could look at
the sea on both sides. But that was the
place where the cold wind was
blowing. However, even in that cold
weather, rain, and wind, I remember I
was so excited to stand at that place,
and watch the rough sea around.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
I recently spent a few days in Istanbul.
Those who know me are aware that
Istanbul is my first and last love. So I
visit Istanbul whenever I
feel
distressed and tired, where I can pass
some days in a different type of
adventure.
Although the word adventure doesn't
really mean “different”, my adventure
usually means reliving my past.
When in Istanbul, I try to revisit the
first adventure of my life. Way back in
1972, when I was about 17 years old,
my father had gone on a different sort
of adventure, to travel from Karachi
(Pakistan) to Istanbul, with the family,
travelling by buses and train.
I am not going into details of that
adventure here now, but I would like
to mention those places which I had
visited during the first couple of days
in Istanbul during that wet winter of
1972.
The first place that I visit every time is
Hyderabad train station on the Asian
side of the Bosphorus. This is the
place where we had first stepped into
Istanbul on 17th November 1972, after
travelling for about 4 days from
Tehran, Iran. That evening it was very
cold and it was raining. The waiting
room of the railway station was the
first place where we spent the first few
minutes until we got a taxi to take us
to a hotel in the Kadiköy area.
Last week when I visited Kadiköy, I
could see that the Hyderpaşa railway
station was going through major
repairs. So I dropped my plan to visit
there first. I saw it from a distance
from the Kadiköy area.

Every time when I visit Istanbul, I
visit the Kadiköy area. That's the
place where we had spent our first
night in Istanbul, in 1972.
Unfortunately, I do not remember the
name of that particular area. So
everytime I just roam around the area,
and pass by a number of hotels,
thinking that we may have stayed in
one of them at that time.
My next step has always been the
most exciting part of my Istanbul
visit. That is crossing the Bosphorus
by ferry boat. Just as we had boarded
a ferry on the early cold morning of
18th November 1972, I boarded a
ferry boat from the Kadikoy port, for
Eminonu on the European side of
Istanbul.
I really love that short voyage. I stand
at places in the boat, walk around,
trying to recall from my memory,
thinking how we had for the first time
boarded the ferry boat on that
particular day. It was first time in my
life and of course the rest of the
members of the family, to board a
ferry boat. I remember that it was
very very cold on that particular
morning in 1972, and the sea was
very rough. We did not sit inside in
the seating section, because we

So last week too, I boarded a ferry
boat and travelled from Kadiköy to
Eminönu, I stood at the same open
place from where I could see the sea
on both sides. It was not cold, nor
windy, yet I could still once again feel
the terrible cold and wind that I had
experienced on that particular day
when I was 17 years old.
The next stop is Eminönü on the
European side. I once again stepped
down from the ferry boat, and walked
towards the Bus Stop. That was
exactly how I had walked with my late
father on that particular morning,
without exactly knowing where the
bus stop was. Neither my father nor I
knew Turkish, so it was very difficult
to find anyplace. However, as a
precaution we had already done our
homework on detailed maps of
Istanbul, so we did have some idea
about the location of the bus stop.

Today that bus stop at Eminönü is still
there.

But this time I did not board the bus, I
walked. On that particular morning, 47
years ago, we had travelled by bus
from Eminönü to Eyüp in the north.
The distance is around 3km, so
whenever I visit Istanbul I walk from
Eminönü to Eyüp. I enjoy walking,
and that also gives me sufficient time,
to revive in my mind the memories of
that particular day all those years ago.

We had managed to reach the address
in Eyüp, which was given to me by a
Turkish person in Karachi, who my
father had met just by chance in an art
exhibition in Karachi. That address is
all that we had when he had reached
Istanbul. Unfortunately, when we
reached the given address, we came to
understand that they had moved to
some other part of the city. A postman,
who was delivering mail in that area,
had come to our rescue and told us that
he knew another relative of the same
person, living in the Gaziosmanpaşa
locality. The Gaziosmanpaşa, was
about 2 km from there. I remember it
was very cold on that day, with a light
drizzling of rain. We walked along with
the postman for some time, when we
reached the next address.
So this time too, I walked first from
Eminonu to Eyup and then from Eyup
to the Gaziosmanpaşa, area, to re-live
that particular and unforgettable day of
my life.
Every time I visit Istanbul, I travel
through the same route, just to re-live
that particular day of my life. I simply
love it.
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Looking back at Woodstock
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Just mention the name “Woodstock”
to any music lover from my
generation (1950s-1960s), and you
will see a glowing sparkle in their
eyes.
Yes I am referring to the music
festival, running over 4 days from
15th to 18th August, 1969, in
Woodstock, in the outskirts of New
York. This four day music festival
has gone down in music history as
one of the most remarkable musical
events, which had not just shocked
the music world, but had also made
its mark in every field world over.
Those were the days when the world
in general and the Americans in
particular were passing through the
tiring Vietnam war. The American
youth in particular were frustrated.
There were people who had started
taking a stand against the American
policies in Vietnam.
With this background, the idea of
organising a music festival had come
up. Initially it was not destined to be
something very special. It was
planned and organised just like any
other music festival.
However ultimately, the “Woodstock
music festival”, showed the world the
real strength of music. It has become
widely regarded as a pivotal moment
in popular music history, as well as a
defining event for the "counterculture
generation"

There were no political statements or
campaigns attached to it, yet it
became a source of unity of music
lovers world over. Woodstock had put
up a grand scene of harmony and
unity among the youth.
The festival designed for an audience
of less than 50,000 people, ultimately
got recorded with more than 400,000
people at a time, listening the music
at Woodstock, against all odds.
The festival was organised at the 300
acres Industrial Park in the town of
Wallkill of New York. The venue was
leased to the Woodstock ventures.
That’s why the festival was named
Woodstock music festival.
The four day festival was marked by
sporadic rain, and problems of all
sorts. The organisers had not planned
it for such a large audience.
Originally the tickets were sold out,
but as the numbers of those wishing
to attend increased, the organisers
were not left with any other choice
but to declare it as a free event. There
were hundreds and thousands of
young music lovers who spent days
and nights in the open field, where
sporadic rains had made everywhere
muddy. Yet they stayed there, and
enjoyed the music.
Initially the organisers suffered a big
loss as they had made it a free
festival, but later on they earned a lot
more by making film of the event. A
number of books and documentaries

have been written and released about
this particular music festival. The film
“Woodstock” was released in 1970.
The film received the Academy
Award for Documentary Feature. In
1996 the film was inducted into the
Library of Congress National Film
Registry.
A couple more films were also
produced regarding the Woodstock
Festival.
Two soundtracks were later released
to mark the 25th anniversary of the
music festival. Subsequently, the

30th, 40th and 50th anniversaries
were marked with releases of films
and soundtracks etc, to keep the spirit
of “Woodstock” alive for the next
generation of music lovers.
In total 32 acts of musical
performances were presented. A
number of artists however could not
turn up, due to non-availability of
transport and other facilities.

Hereunder is the complete list of 32
bands that took the stage during the
festival.
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KAR - News Update
Nena had 99 Red Balloons ... well KAR doesn't have any balloons
but we do have 99 Rave Reviews....all on Trip Advisor.
We are No 1 of 34 Places/Things to Do in and around Kyrenia......We
have our Certificate of Excellence. We ARE one of TRNC's top
tourist attractions.
We have been called on by various authorities, individuals and
groups for advice on many aspects of animal welfare and we are
happy to help where/if we can.
Our staff and volunteers are experienced, caring people who have
compassion and love for animals and know how to interact with
people on a daily basis - be that in any of our public retail venues,
our office, or at our Rescue Centre - Thank you one and all - staff,
volunteers, vets, committee, supporters, sponsors, donators - you all
help make Team KAR as successful as it is.
BUT we want more - more visitors and more reviews - we want to
reach 100 and then more. The more people who know about us,
about what we do, and what we try to do, the better.
Keep visiting our Centre (9 - 1 daily) and keep writing those reviews
- spread the word.
Team KAR - No 1.

Comment by Marina Cameron 28th August
Lovely place. Dogs seem so happy and friendly, we were allowed to
play with the puppies for 30 minutes and they were so happy to run
around and getting a cuddle!

Tenable at Khan's - thank you everyone who came along and took
part. The winning Team was The Esentepe 4 - well done.
It was a fun evening enjoyed by all of the contestants (and other
diners) - keep an eye out for the next one !

See page 27 for full poster

Sssshhhhhh ... Tigger is having
a cat nap (or should that be a
kitty nap!) What a sweetie he is.
All he needs is food, water,
someone and somewhere to
snuggle up with.
Tigger is waiting to find his new
family and is in our Karakum
office. Go on - you know you
want him!

ANIMAL WELFARE
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KAR - News Update
Once I was a lonely dog, just looking for a home.
I had no place to go, no one to call my own.
I wandered up and down the streets, in rain in heat and snow.
I ate whatever I could find, I was always on the go.
My skin would itch, my feet were sore, my body ached with pain.
And no one stopped to give a pat or gently say my name.
I never saw a loving glance, I was always on the run.
For people thought that hurting me was really lots of fun.
And then one day I heard a voice so gentle, kind and sweet,
and arms so soft reached down to me and took me off my feet.
“No one again will hurt you” was whispered in my ear.
“You’ll have a home to call your own where you will know no fear.“
“You will be dry, you will be warm, you’ll have enough to eat.
And rest assured that when you sleep, your dreams will all be sweet.”
I was afraid I must admit, I’ve lived so long in fear.
I can’t remember when I let a human come so near.
And as she tended to my wounds and bathed and brushed my fur,
she told me about the rescue group and what it meant to her.
She said, “We are a circle, a line that never ends.
And in the centre there is you, protected by new friends.“
“And all around you are the ones that check the pounds,
and those that share their home after you’ve been found.
And all the other folk are searching near and far
to find the perfect home for you, where you can be a star.”
She said, “There is a family, that’s waiting patiently,
and pretty soon we’ll find them, just you wait and see.
And then they’ll join our circle they’ll help to make it grow,
so there’ll be room for more like you, who have no place to go.”
I waited very patiently, the days they came and went.
Today’s the day I thought, my family will be sent.
Then just when I began to think it wasn’t meant to be,
there were people standing there just gazing down at me.
I knew them in a heartbeat, I could tell they felt it too.
They said, “We have been waiting for a special dog like you.”
Now every night I say a prayer to all the gods that be.
“Thank you for the life I live and all you’ve given me.“
“But most of all protect the dogs in the pound and on the street.
And send a Rescue Person to lift them off their feet.”

Everyone at KAR would like to
wish Mick Wells a very happy
60th birthday. Mick and his
wife Karen, offered Keylie the
opportunity to live out her
golden years with them and
their family. They have also
homed Poppy and Lucy from
KAR and homed numerous
other street dogs and cats. We
thank and honour The Wells
family and again wish Mick a
very happy birthday. (this is
Keylie at Mick’s birthday party
recently).

Here is our next collection of kittens looking for new loving
homes. All are approximately 10 weeks old. Tabby is a male
(Tigger). Our pinkies are brother and sister (Sandy and Oliver).
Currently residing in the Karakum Office. All will be vaccinated
and neutered by KAR.
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A-lad-in-The Balti House - a great evening’s entertainment
By Margaret Sheard ....
At last we were able to find time
to attend a performance of The
Abnormals on Saturday 24th
August. This was A-lad-in-The
Balti House and what a great show
it was.
The costumes and make-up were
brilliant and a lot of work had gone
into setting up a stage with a
curtain, props and artwork. There
were around 70 people who had
gone along to enjoy the show, and
Mo and his staff never stopped
racing around all evening with
food and drinks. Well done Mo
and the lads and the Chef who
must have been going dizzy in the
kitchen with all that food to
prepare, which I might add was
delicious.

The show was excellent and kept
the audience amused throughout
the evening and enjoying the songs
performed by the cast. There was
also a raffle at the end of the show
with some nice prizes to be won.
The amount raised for the evening
was 1,445TL, a brilliant result.
We have great admiration for this
group of people who get together
and produce shows on a voluntary
basis for the benefit of Tulips
(Help
Those
with
Cancer
Association), which they have been
doing for the past 4 years and
during this time they have raised in
the region of 100,000TL for this
very worthy charity. Keep up the
good work The Abnormals, you
are a great team.

A-Lad-In-The Balti House
presented by The Abnormals.

Written By Susie Ford.

The Cast
Aladin
Abu
Genie
Myapp
Jalfrezi
Diablo
Sultana Mustaffa Biscuit
Widow Twankey
Princess Basmalti
Narrator
Music Technician
Artwork

Susie Ford
John Malloy
Martin Ford
Dave Lavender
Martin Foster
Patricia Smith
Colin Warburton
Pat Malloy
Annette McCloskey
Diane Ward Peter Dunne
Susie Ford and Diane Ward
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continued ....
Susie Says :
Big thank you to Mo, Elvis and
the team at the Balti House.
Big thank you to Paul Lee,
Marilyn Lee, Clarisse Cooper and
Patricia Smith for helping with the
raffle and collecting monies.
Thank you to CyprusScene.
Thank you to everyone who came
along (70 plus people) who
supported us in raising monies for
Tulips the cancer charity. We
raised 1,445TL!!
Every Sunday morning The
Abnormals and guest stars have
been meeting for practice (as they
do for every show). Everyone

A-lad-in-The Balti House
worked really hard putting
costumes together and doing art
work. We have a great time and
lots of fun preparing. Although
not professional singers we always
do our very best to sing a range of
songs which also included 3 hit
songs from the actual movie
Aladdin!
Tonight with everybody’s help we
raised an excellent total!! I am
very proud of my Abnormals!!
Nearly 4 years on and still
delivering fun packed nights!
Look out for The Abnormals
tribute to the Beatles coming in
October, and also a Murder
Mystery night too.
Details will be on Facebook soon.
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“A Night in Kyrenia with Todds and Friends” charity event
A press conference was held at the
Girne Art Gallery regarding the
charity event of Cypriot artists to
be held at the Girne Amphitheatre
on Tuesday, September 3 at 21:00
“A Night in Kyrenia with Todds
and Friends.”
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
members of municipal councils,
Süleyman Akosman and municipal
employees participated in the
meeting. The tickets can be
obtained from Deniz Plaza outlets,
Girne Municipality and the
entrance of Girne Amphitheatre on
the day of the concert.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
at the meeting that the city council
took action to contribute to the
treatment costs of Nefes, a child
who has health problems and
decided to organise a charity
concert. Nidai Güngördü stated
that they thought that the Cypriot
artists would come together for this
meaningful night and that they met
with Süleyman Akosman and
received a positive response.

Güngördü thanked the artists who
will be on the stage for the Todds
and Friends project for the charity
concert and asked everyone to
come to the concert.

music director), Hüseyin Kırmızı
(Keyboard), Miray Çakır (Violin),
Ezgi Akgürgen (Vocal), Eril
Cambaz
(Vocal),
Yağmur
Özerem (Vocal), Fikri Karayel

(Vocal), Sinem Sadrazam (Viola),
İnanç Erşen (Guitar), Emre
Yazgın (Guitar and Keyboard)
and Fuat Kutrafalı (Drums).

Suleyman Akosman, in his speech,
said that the composition and
arrangement of local artists who
will participate in the concert will
be for the purpose of charity.
Suleyman Akosman, will be
recording the concert on video and
a DVD will be produced. Akosman
stated that Girne Municipality has
done important works in the field
of culture and art and thanked
Mayor Güngördü, the councillors
and municipal employees for the
organisation of the concert in aid
of Nefes.
Who is involved in the Todds and
Friends project?
Süleyman
Akosman
(Todds)
(Guitar, vocal and producer), Okan
Ersan (Guitar), Nihat Ağdaç
(Violin), Gürhan Nuray (Cello),
Cahit Kutrafalı (Bass Guitar and

Fishing Shelters - Girne Harbour & Karaoğlanoğlu Coast
The Girne Mayor was accompanied
by the Minister of Natural
Resources - Dursun Oğuz and
Girne MPs Jale Refik Rogers and
Erek Çağatay when they visited the
harbour and fishing shelters in the

Girne region recently. Listening to
the problems of fishermen, the
Mayor of Girne thought that the
Antique
Harbour
and
Karaoğlanoğlu coastal area should
be declared as fishing shelters.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
has stated that an application will
be made to the Council of
Ministers with a view to declaring
the Karaoğlanoğlu coast as a
fishing shelter. He said that they
are ready to contribute efforts to
create an order for the fishermen
in the ancient harbour of Girne
and to provide fishing shelter for
the Karaoğlanoğlu coast.
The Mayor said that Girne
Harbour, has been under the
control of the Ministry of
Tourism, Girne Municipality,
Ministry of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, and Ministry

of
Public
Works
and
Transportation for the last 10
years and the confusion of
authority must be overcome.
With the participation of all
stakeholders,
he
expressed
readiness to take part in a
structure which will give the
ancient port what it deserves.
The authority and mandate of the
Municipality regarding the port
needs to be determined and
Güngördü stressed that the main
task falls upon the State and
Ministries.
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
It took 2½ weeks for Frodo to give little Ziggy the confidence to
trust and play with him. Frodo was gentle, he quietly persevered
and had the utmost patience knowing Ziggy's needs but as always
worked his miracles.

As promised here is the update about the little savaged girl at the Iskele
Shelter and two more lucky girls that H4P have facilitated their rescue
to permanent homes and supported financially for testing and treatment
today.

Tomorrow Frodo starts his new rehabilitation job with the little
savaged girl from the Iskele shelter forever paying back his rescue
from the streets in respect of all his brothers and sisters still out
there.

Little "Angel" is now at home with myself, my own clan and fosters
and is integrating wonderfully with dogs and cats alike. She was tested
across the board today and was thankfully negative for everything
supported by H4P. What's more once she is spayed we have found her
a permanent loving home. Result No.1

Never pass by a street or other animal in need, you need them as
much as they need you. Here are two fine examples.

Result #No.2 Jojo and Red. Two black girls that were overlooked as
deemed un-homable by their colour let alone their ringworm diagnosis,
and current inconclusive blood results, again supported by H4P, along
with worming, flea and tick treatment, ringworm vacs, have found
permanent loving homes together.
Fab day for the dogs and thank you to Serife for bringing all 3 dogs
over to us today. Sleep easier x

I had the absolute pleasure of
meeting Phil Gill today. What a
lovely gentleman.
He presented us with the funds he
won at a recent wedding for Zoe &
Leo Collier-Bett for guessing the
closest time for the length of the
best mans speech made at the
wedding and topped up the
amount to enable us spay 7 female
cats which we are more than
happy to adhere to!
Thank you so much Phil Gill

ANIMAL WELFARE
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Hope 4 Pets North Cyprus - Annual General Meeting
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Health screening in TRNC - guidance you have been looking for
around some of the hospitals based
here in Kyrenia. Some obviously
were very good and unfortunately
some bad. I would like to just
emphasize I am not a specialist, I
am just curious as to why we don’t
investigate health care more for
ourselves here in the TRNC, this is
just an account of my findings and
my own opinions.
By Tina King ....
For those of you who may
remember my previous article
regarding health care here in the
TRNC, I have been on quite a
journey since writing about general
health screening to try and help
provide some clarity of what do we
really need to be tested for and
why we should take time to
research hospitals here.
Health
screening
INFORMED, GET
LIVE HEALTHY

GET
TESTED,

My partner in crime who has
helped me on this road to discover
more about health screening is an
ex paramedic from Australia, and
the UK, having worked in London
for the past 10 years. I guess I
should also explain that I worked
in the Cancer Research sector for
many years and for the last 10
years worked in Cancer Services in
Cambridge. (Special mention to
my hubby who was a Rapid
Response Paramedic and a Jet2 GP
in the UK who has helped us as
well).
I was delighted that quite a few
readers of CyprusScene gave some
really good feedback for me on my
previous article and gave me the
encouragement to find out more
information where possible. This
was also supported by comments
on recent experiences in and

There is a lot of good and bad
across the board, but what I have
noticed here in the TRNC in
particular is that many people here
research a symptom and self
diagnose themselves. Get into a
panic then go and get unnecessary
and sometimes expensive tests.
Which led me to ask why do so
many people go and have loads of
blood tests? Unless you know
what you are looking for, a blood
test may be completely irrelevant,
or for example one test could be
elevated through an infection how
would you know. Doctors take
years to learn every possible cause
and diagnosis, so why do we think
we can do it all ourselves in 20
minutes off YouTube?
On researching hospitals we are
faced with a barrage of private

health checks all in beautiful
glossy brochures and have results
in less than 3 hours. They all come
with differing options and in
particular the staggering varied
costs from 200TL to over 1800TL
plus, needless to say I got
completely bamboozled myself.

would organise this for us.

With this all in mind, I thought
why on earth are people having
blood cancer tests in Wellness
clinics especially as over here they
happen to be very expensive.

On my travels I found the Kolan
GP Medical Centre where there is
a GP/ Paramedic on duty 24 hours,
and support nursing staff, and an
A&E Ambulance. I went to visit
and try to find out why we don’t
appear to be utilising them more,
especially as a GP can pre
diagnose a symptom, provide
diagnostics, treat
and/or if
applicable refer you to a specialist
directly (again you could do your
research and seek your own
specialist).

These tests are usually completed
in conjunction with a biopsy,
imaging and diagnosis of a
suspected, recurrent or cancer
spread? So on asking a very senior
consultant specialist here in the
TRNC he said with a smile ”it’s
just what we Turkish do”. I rest
my case.
So why do we practice self
diagnosis here? In the UK the first
thing we did was contact a GP;
discuss the symptoms with them
directly. Any tests were jointly
arranged, bloods, imaging all to aid
a diagnosis, then a treatment plan,
if referral to a specialist was
required, and further investigations
and tests were necessary our GP

When I started to research
hospitals here I found that we can
arrange to attend a general medical
health clinic, but that does appear
again to have varying costs
attached. So where do you start…

Guncha Dervış - GP
Kolan Medical Centre Girne
The practice Manager of the Kolan
GP Medical Centre is Dr Gűnçha
Dervış, and she is supported by a
great team that speak English. The
clinic has the capacity to deal with
any minor ailment and has its own
small 2 bed day ward. The clinic
has an A&E assessment room run
by a paramedic team and nursing
staff with an ambulance on 24 hour
standby in the event a more serious
condition is diagnosed. There is
also a resident phlebotomist / Anticoag laboratory and X-ray
department.
Several specialist
outpatient
clinics
are
also
supported
here
including
Radiology,
Podiatry,
and
Orthopaedics.
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continued ....
Interestingly the GP, the Podiatrist
(Who is English and fully qualified
ex NHS) and the Physiotherapist all
work in the community as well as
run clinics in both the GP Medical
Centre in Girne and the Kolan
British Hospital in Lefkoşa. So if
you are unwell, or have difficulty
getting to Girne give them a call
and they can arrange to make a
home visit. I also understand from
Dr Gűncha they can provide
transport if needed.
Following on from my visit to
Girne I met with the Medical
Director of the Kolan British
Hospital,
Harun
Gűlmez,
Cardiovascular Surgeon in Lefkoşa
and subsequently met the extensive
team of specialist consultants, who
I have to say have been very
supportive of my desire to get the
Wellness Clinics revised.
They were very honest about some
of the comments I had received
from readers stating that language
was an issue not just for English
patients, but Russian, French,
German all of whom speak English
but the majority of staff and
consultants in the Kolan don’t,
which is rather ironic when it’s
called the Kolan British Hospital.

Dr. Zehra Onar ŞEKERCİ
Gynaecologist / Obstetrics / IVF
Specialist

Health screening in TRNC
However, they are on the case with
a tutor who will be providing
English lessons twice a week for all
the staff.
Having made several visits now and
with
the
full
support
of
Gynaecology and Urology I am
pleased to say we are now just
waiting
for
the
clinical
investigations to be costed. I am
very excited that we are nearly
there and will be launching these
wellness clinics for both men and
women of all ages within the next
couple of weeks.
In order to help you assess wellness
clinics I have put a small
explanation together regarding all
the individual tests and why they
are necessary, so if you would like
a copy of this please contact me on
the details below and I will send it
out to you along with details of the
wellness clinics on completion.
In addition to the wellness clinics,
the Kolan's Dermatologist Aysel
Őzenergűn Bittaci suggested that a
Skin Cancer Screening clinic would
commence
on
Friday
20th
September at the Girne Medical
Centre.
Depending
on
the
popularity of this clinic it will run

Harun Gülmez -Medical
Director Kolan British Hospital

every two weeks or once per
month.
The actual skin
examination only takes about 10
minutes of your time to be
screened but ultimately it really
can be life saving. I thought this
was a great idea as now on
researching I cannot find any
such clinic being run here in
TRNC.
If you would like to attend a skin
screen clinic, I have also prepared
a self examination form where
using a map you can list any
moles that you have concerns
with or have noticed any recent
changes. Bring this along to the
clinic with you and the
Dermatologist can take a closer
look for you. So again if you
would like a copy of this form
please contact me. It just helps
you to be a bit more thorough
when looking at your skin,
perhaps in some places you
hadn’t thought of.
Hopefully, the information and
forms I have put together will
help you make more informed
choices or at least help you ask
more questions, something I
don’t think that a lot of us are
very good at.

Ufuk Özbaş
International Patient
Coordinator

Please take some time to go and
register with a clinic or hospital,
and make sure you ask questions.
Look at what the hospital
specialises in, for example the
Kolan British Hospital has Assc.
Prof Murat Uğraş, Urologist who
I would consider to be an
extremely
qualified
and
experienced consultant. Ask for
a tour around the hospitals, go
and see an inpatient room, what is
the food like? you wouldn’t buy a
car without looking under the
bonnet! Don’t accept that just
because someone recommends
you to a consultant because they
are so nice and speak good
English that they are competent,
you don’t want nice you want
that person to be an accredited,
experienced consultant.
It’s
your
life!
In
hands….Get informed !!!
Get Tested, Live Healthy

their

So thank you to everyone who
has supported me on this journey
(you know who you are) and I
look forward to hearing from you
with
any
comments
or
information. Don’t forget to
email me should you want the
skin mapping form or list of
diagnostic tests and reasons, or
just more information on some of
the other clinics such as Podiatry.
Finally, Stay Active
(You can always come to try a
dive with me at Cyprus
Underwater Explorers! Just a
thought!)
Best regards - Tina
Email: Fab.trnc@gmail.com
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Girne Municipal employees to receive Health & Safety training
In September and October, Girne
Municipality employees will begin
training
in
respect
of
"Occupational Health and Safety"
issues.
Dev-Iş President Hasan Felek,
Occupational Health and Safety
Specialist Emir Taşçıoğlu and
Municipal employees attended a
meeting at which information was
given.

During the meeting, Occupational
Health and Safety Trainer Halil
Erdim,
Girne
Municipality
architects Sıdıka Geylan and Anıl
Çağdan gave information about the
obligations, general principles and
legal regulations of the workplace
and
employees
related
to
Occupational Health and Safety.

Girne Municipality - penalty imposed on Girne Bakery
Girne Municipality continue to
carry out inspections in order to
protect the public in respect of
health in the operation of food
businesses within the boundaries of
the city.
During routine checks carried out
at the Çıralı Bakery, products were
stored in an extremely humid and
airless environment, conditions
that were not suitable for food
hygiene. 1685.60 kg of bread
yeast, 950 kg of salt, 1450 kg of
sugar, 340 kg of additive/enzyme,
384 kg of oil, 32 kg of tahini, 75 kg
of rye flour, 24 eggs, and 50 kg of
sesame were seized for disposal.
Food processes carried out under
conditions contrary to general
hygiene rules were stopped and
sealed.

A fine of 2,128TL was imposed
due to non-conformities detected in
the enterprise.
Girne Municipality Health Branch
Supervisor, Naile Soyel, stated that
food hygiene is important for the
safety and health of human life.
Soyel emphasized the fact that the
concept of Food Safety is of global
and scientific value, and that the
excuse of neglect in providing
hygiene cannot be more important
than protecting human health, so
the
business
owners
must
undertake
all
kinds
of
responsibility and should fulfil the
legal obligations.

framework of their responsibility
must show awareness and respect
for human life, without fear of
municipal control. This is of great
importance for the development of
our city and of our country in
general, and that ensuring the trust
of the community creates an
economic added value.

Mayor Güngördü said, “We will
continue the inspections. It is our
duty to provide controls to ensure
that all regulatory requirements are
met by all businesses. In cases
where public health is put at risk,
our
legal
procedures
will
continue”.
Source: Girne Municipality

Nidai Güngördü, the Mayor of
Girne, underlined that the services
of enterprises within the

Cyprus Night held in Ramadan Cemil Square, Girne
A “Cyprus Night“ event was
organised by Girne Municipality
within the scope of the 9th Girne
Culture and Art Days.
The event took place in Ramadan
Cemil Square in Girne, and
featured Cyprus Folk Dance and
Art Centre, Group Authentic
Concert and Girne Municipality
Folk Dance Ensemble.

Donuts, hellim and herse were
distributed at the event.
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EUL students designed a "shaking table"
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The students of Civil engineering
of European University of Lefke
recently designed a "shaking"
table, to be used for educational
and research purposes in the field
of earthquake engineering.
Assist. Prof. Dr. İsmail Safkan of
the Department, introduced the
table and pointed out that shaking
tables, also known as earthquake
simulation devices, which are used
in many branches of earthquake
engineering,
are
of
great
importance today and added that
the shaking table designed by the

Department of Civil Engineering to
be used in scale tests is being used
in laboratory studies.
Underlining that our country is on
the seismic belt, Safkan stated that
according to the conducted studies
it has been revealed that the
buildings in the TRNC have a
serious risk.

Safkan also said that the shaking
table, which is planned to be used
in both ground and superstructure
areas of earthquake research, will
also be used by the students in
applications that will support the

education process and added that
this single axis shaking table with
100 kg load capacity and
operating properties in the range
of 0-50 Hz is the first in the
TRNC.

Safkan further stated that as EUL
Department of Civil Engineering,
they designed a shaking table to be
used in earthquake simulations in
order to minimise the losses and
help the studies in the earthquake
area.

A big challenge for Barbara Willbye in aid of Tulips
By Margaret Sheard...
We have seen in the past what
Barbara will do for Tulips when
she had her hair transformed into
many different colours. Personally
I thought it looked lovely.

Since then Barbara has battled
with cancer and is now on the road
to recovery and has decided to put
herself up for a personal challenge,
again to raise much needed funds
for Tulips. She is one brave lady
and deserves a lot of support in
this major feat so if you can
sponsor her she will be eternally
grateful for whatever you can
afford.

BARBIE’S CHALLENGE
" As many of you are aware I have
been very quiet over the past 18
months due to illness, thankfully
with the support of my husband,
family, friends, doctors/oncologist
and Tulips (Help those with
Cancer) I am on the road to
recovery and hopefully raising lots
of money for my favourite charity
TULIPS who are in desperate need
of funds.
As all those who know me are
aware I am terrified of heights, so
badly that there was about a 5 year
period that I could not drive to
Lefkosa without a panic attack and
had to stop driving there.
I have always sworn I would never
paraglide off the mountain even
for Tulips! I think I have lost my
marbles, but it is with great
trepidation that I have decided if I
can raise enough money through
sponsorship I will make that jump.

Highline Tandem Paragliding have
very kindly agreed to donate a
tandem paraglide to me to raise
funds for Tulips, which is very
generous offer and for that I thank
them very much, my dear husband
can cough up what it would have
cost and sponsor me, thank you
Kevin.
Now I need to ask for you all to
please dig deep and sponsor me on
this torture that I am going to
endure and help to make my
sacrifice worthwhile (and no I am
not a drama queen).
The date has yet to be set but to
ensure winds are at best it will be
in September, can I ask you all to
share this please so I can hopefully
get as much sponsorship as
possible.
Thank you for taking the time to
read this, it is much appreciated. "
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Mağusa Kale Lions Club news round-up for August 2019
In the past, we were delighted to be
able to share news of the Mağusa
Kale Lions Club activities and we
should give great thanks to these
many caring volunteers who work
so hard and with such great
enthusiasm to support the local
community.
Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Arkin Palm Beach Hotel.
We are joined together with İskele
Sahil Lions Club for our monthly
meeting.
This month both Presidents
announce their clubs joint activities
and calendar plans together, which
consists of a beach clean and
release of baby sea turtles into the
Mediterranean Sea.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club

Mağusa Kale Lions Club

Lions, sports and youth combined
together in a fun “Friendly
Football Match” between four
Football Academies where all
teams are winners!

Where would we be without the
help of our local and national
broadcasting organisations.

Lions Club Trophies for each
team
and
certificates
of
participation were awarded to all
of the players in our 4th Annual
Youths Sports Tournament.

Celebrating National Press Day,
we visited our local news
broadcaster MHA HABER and
national broadcasting BRT Haber
who have both supported our club
every step of the way since 1997.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Cyprus Central Hospital /
Magusa Tıp Merkezi Ltd.
Many thanks and appreciation to
our wonderful Surgeons and
nurses at Cyprus Central Hospital
/ Magusa Tıp Merkezi Ltd. for
sponsoring the surgery and
aftercare for four children of
underprivileged families.
Along with Girne Ada Lions
Club we also cheered the children
up with Get Well gifts of toys.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Limak Cyprus Deluxe Hotel.
We joined as guests for the İskele
Sahil Lions Club and İskele Leo
Clubs first monthly meeting to
show support and look forward to
joint activities together!

Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Gazimağusa Polis Karakoku.
Mağusa Kale Lions Club takes
into consideration the safety of
our community.
We visited the Gazimağusa
Police Station to introduce our
new
term
President
and
committee board members. We
would like to thank Police
Constable Mr Ahmet Beşerler for
his full support to our club.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Gazimağusa Devlet Hastanesi.
A full functional medical bed was
donated and delivered to the local
government hospital.
The donation was sponsored by the
Bilgehan family in memory of their
late mother Asime Bilgehan.
Mağusa Kale Lions Club
We never forget our Veterans
We made a special visit to see our
Local Veterans Association on a
Memorial Day.
We thanked them all for their
brave service and listened to a
few great stories of their
achievements.
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continued ....
Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Gazi Mağusa Kaymakamlığı.
Our new term continues with an
official visit to the Gazimağusa
District Governor Mr Kemal
Serpal
KKTC
Gazimağusa
Kaymakamlığı.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club news round-up
Here we were able to announce
future projects we plan to achieve,
departing with gratitude of his full
support and look forward to
working together to serve our
community for a brighter future.

Mağusa Kale Lions Club is at
Gazimağusa Belediyesi.
An official visit to the Mayor of
Gazimağusa Mr Ismail Arter
regained our confidence once
again for the continuation of the
Municipality Gazimağusa

Mağusa Kale Lions Club - News
Mağusa Kale Lions Club
support environment protection
art exhibition.
The ’Marks of Anthropocene’
exhibition at St Peter Ve St Paul
Kilisesi - Buğday Camii prepared
by young environmental scientists,
artists
and
environmentally
sensitive individuals called on the
TRNC people to question their
sensitivity
towards
the
environment.
Our club along with Gazimağusa
Belediyesi helped sponsor their
exhibition with Gülsen Ünveren,
one of the organisers of the
exhibition, a student at UCL
University of London, Department
of Environmental Sciences,
Fatma Dalokay and Semra
Ünveren said that the exhibition is
a step taken by the sensitive
TRNC youth and that they believe
that the public will contribute to
environmental awareness.

Underlining that the current
climate crisis should see the
necessary political and social
interest urgently needed in the
TRNC as in the other countries of
the world and that time is limited.
Artists include Ibrahim Latif Ince,
Semra Unveren, Yasmin Soydan,
Darem Kadirogullari, Dilayla
Appir, Goksu Ors, Selin Berkay,
Suheyla Nuri, Doga Ozbilgehan,
Rana Hoca, Akile Butcher, Rana
Hoca, Akile Butcher, Hasan Lost,
Denis Dinand and Mert Besim.

Belediyesi’s support to our Club.
Many joint activities have been
accomplished together in the past,
and we are grateful for the
opportunity to continue working
together to help in our local
community.
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Picnic in Taskent Nature Park with Martin's Angels
By Chris Elliott...

Picnic in the Park

Life is strange and at times hard to
understand when associated events
or news come together. It was a
few weeks ago when I saw
mention of an event to be held the
Taskent Nature Park and offered to
help with promotion.

September 17th, 5 pm onwards ...
What could be nicer than enjoying
a picnic in stunning surroundings,
listening to great music, dancing in
the late summer breeze, all to raise
funds for a valuable cause.

I then had a call from Martin
Marancos the General Coordinator
and we met up for a discussion and
I decided to go back to write an
article about the Nature Park area
which I had never been to before.
To read article see link below :

Taskent Nature Park, together with
Martin’s Angels, will be hosting a
Picnic in the Park to raise funds
and awareness of the fantastic
work they do. Not only in the
conservation and rehabilitation of
wildlife but also helping to
preserve the environment here in
Northern Cyprus.

Recently I returned to have a
guided tour of the Taskent Rescue
and Rehabilitation Centre and will
be publishing an article about this
very soon and tell our readers how
they too can be taken on a guided
tour of the complex by prior
arrangement.

The event is to be held on the terrace Tickets available from, Selvi
below the Selvi restaurant in the Restaurant, Sea Breeze table top
grounds of the Taskent Picnic area.
sale on 16th Sept., Funky Divas,
George’s
Café,
Metren
Music will be provided by Gavin Supermarket, KAR Karakum, Best
Simons, Kerry and the Celtic Rock Seller
Bookshops,
Chateau
and Blues band, Inchequin.
Lambousa, Kaleidoskop Turizm,
the Black Olive.
Your MC for the night will be the
one and only WEJ.DJ from the Any difficulties please call Martin
baylive RADIO. He will be on 0548 811 1186 or Claire, 0542
providing music to get your feet 878 7111.
stamping ready to dance the night
away.
So, what are you waiting for? Start
planning your picnic hamper, get
Tickets are 40TL in advance or 50TL the Prosecco on ice and dig out the
on the night. Each ticket will be cushions for the Picnic in the Park.
entered into a raffle draw.

So back to where we started with
the release of news by Martin
Marancos of the Picnic in the Park Above : Activity area and picnic area /
being arranged by his Martin's Below - left top - Panagia-Apsinthiotissa-Monastery / Below - left bottom - Selvi Restaurant
Angels.
Article link : https://cyprusscene.com/2019/08/08/taskent-nature-park-a-place-of-mystery-and-enlightenment/
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Trevor’s Tips: questions about importing cars or car parts.
I wish to send a car from the UK
to Northern Cyprus via sea - to be
split in half at entry so that it is not
used for driving, but the parts to
be used for cars involved in an
accident or wear and tear etc.
Can you advise how I may go
about doing this, what is my first
port of call please?
I look forward to hearing from
you.
We receive many inquiries for
information in response to our
publications on Cyprusscene and
wherever possible we try to get
specialist advice as we did with
this inquiry.
Readers mail...
Ebru Ogun...
Dear Chris
I have your
CyprusScene.

2. Between 40% and 60% of Glasses Kind regards,
Mary HUGHES
guide mid range valuation.
Customer Representative
3. You will not be able to break the
mary.hughes@capitalbank.com.tr
car up for 2 years.
05338862503
The best way forward is to break the
car up and import the parts as spares.
But the engine must have a VAT
receipt to accompany it.
I hope this helps

Kind regards
***************
Dear Ebru
The authorities here will class this
as a complete import vehicle,
which means

email

from

1. You must have owned the
vehicle for the last 5 years.

Girne Municipality clear Hacı Halil stream
Girne Municipality, have carried
out cleaning work of the Hacı Halil
stream in Sedat Simavi Street,
Girne.
The garbage and debris which had
accumulated in the stream were
removed in order to ensure the
stream flow which, if not dealt
with, could affect the Girne Maarif
Kindergarten, Beycanlar Shops and
Atatürk Street.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
pointed out the flood disaster last
year, which could occur again due
to rainfall, therefore in order to
prevent floods, cleaning work is
being carried out before the winter
season arrives, he said.
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11th Ozanköy Pekmez Festival starts Friday 30th August 2019
The 11th Ozankoy Pekmez
Festival, which is organised in
cooperation
with
Girne
Municipality
and
Ozankoy
Mukhtar, starts on Friday, August
30th. The festival, which is
organised in order to contribute to
the tourism promotion of the
region, the continuation of carob
and molasses production, will end
on Sunday (September 1st).

Group, Cyprus Folk Dance and Art
Center and Orak Culture Arts and
Education Center Folk Dance
Show. The festival also include
music from Tunç Yükler, Estrellas
Latinas, The Healers, Dilara Ferit
& Adrenal, Ipek Amber, and after
many years Kurtalan Ekspres,
from Turkey, will give a concert.

During the festival, molasses will
be produced during the three days
and will be distributed. The festival
will include handcrafted food and
beverage stands. There will be a
presentation of poems of Osman
Türkay, Molasses Sweets Contest
and a presentation about the health
benefits of molasses will be given
at the festival.

FESTIVAL PROGRAM
The festival will open at 19.00 on
Friday, August 30th. Speeches
- After the Tour of the Stands and
Shira Catering, Girne Municipality
Folk Dance Ensemble Show at
19:30, Tunç Yükler concert at

19:45, Cyprus Folk Dance and Art
Center show at 20:45 and Estrellas
Latinas concert at 21:00.
Saturday, August 31st at 19:00
The Healers music concert ; at
20:15 Orak Culture Arts and
Education Center Folk Dance
Show and poet Osman Türkay's
poems will be presented. The same
night the Dilara Ferit and Adrenal
concert will be held at 21:15.
On Sunday, September 1st, at
19:00, the presentation of the
Molasses Desserts Competition
and a presentation of the benefits
of molasses to our health will take
place ; the Ipek Amber concert at
19:30 ; Çatalköy Municipality Folk
Dance show at 19:30. Following
the announcement of the results of
the desserts with molasses contest
at 21:00, Kurtalan Ekspres will
give a final concert at 21:15.

Entertainment will be provided by
Girne Municipality Folk Dance

“ADA Card” electronic payment system coming in the TRNC
The “electronic payment system”
project, which has been carried out
by the Ministry of Public Works
and Transportation in parallel with
the improvement of the public
transport system and the associated
efforts, has reached a certain stage.
The name of the new system that
will be used in all public
transportation
throughout
the
country will be the “ADA Card".
With the introduction of the ADA
Card system, the use of electronic
payment systems instead of money
will begin in all public transport
vehicles.

similar points throughout the
country, will also be able to serve
with the application that will work
on smart phones. Thanks to this
system, for which the tariff amount
on the route to be used can be paid,
it is aimed to prevent possible
excess fees for the users and to
prevent tax avoidance in this area.
Furthermore, this card, which will
also be mandatory in student
transportation contracts, aims to
achieve serious relief and control in
the student transportation sector
where the discussions are on-going.

The system to be installed will stall
The ADA Card, which can be sold traffic violations, route violations,
and/or refilled from many sales whether the driver complies with
points, newspaper kiosks, and the traffic rules, the system will

work integrated with the road and is aimed to be implemented in all
in-car camera system and will also regions starting from the beginning
fill various security needed gaps.
of 2020.
With the establishment of the legal Source: Ministry of Public Works
structure of the system and the and Transportation
completion of the necessary tests, it
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
31st August to 29th September 2019
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
12th September – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person.
2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.
13th September – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s
Bar, Esentepe at 8.30pm.

31st August – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak will be presenting
The Verigo (Pop/Rock) from 10pm. Entrance
35TL. 0548 839 8994
1st to 16th September - Vounos Symposium,
Catalkoy.
2nd September – Monday - RBL Kyrenia
Branch has arranged an escorted tour of the
Taskent Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation
Centre and Panayia Absinthiotissa Monstery.
The trip (includes transport, lunch and a
donation to the Wildlife Centre) will cost 140tl
for Members and 150tl for Non-Members and
leaves Karsiyaka Square at 8am – picking up
along the route in the usual places, plus Lemar
Karakum car park. Contact Pamela (Honorary
Secretary) info@rblkyrenia.com or 0533
8736876.
5th September – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889
3034.
6th September – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s
Bar, Esentepe at 8.30pm.
7th September – Saturday - Opening of new
garden centre - The Potting Shed from 5pm to
8pm. Shop and cafe, plants and organic
vegetables and much more. Next to petrol
station on Bellapais Road (opposite Mosque).

14th September – Saturday - Queen tribute
with Killer Queen at the Girne Amphitheatre
which will be in aid of Help Those with Cancer
Association (Tulips). Tickets £25 per person.
Reserved tickets are now available from Best
Seller Bookshops in Karakum and Alsancak,
George Cafe Girne, Blakes Lounge Bar &
Bistro, Alsancak.
15th September – Sunday - Hope 4 Pets 1st
Annual General Meeting will be held at 10.30am
at the Pia Bella Hotel, Girne. Open to Founding
Members and paid-up Members only.
17th September – Tuesday - Picnic in the Park
at Taskent Nature Park starting at 5pm. 40TL
advance payment, 50TL on the door. MC –
WEJ, entertainment by Gavin Simons, Kerry,
Inchequin. For more information contact Claire
Lamb 0542 878 7111 or Martin Marancos 0548
811 1186.
18th September – Wednesday - Royal British
Legion, Kyrenia Branch, will be holding Last
Night of the Proms at The Wild Duck, Lapta.
Food and drinks will be available from 4pm,
pre-booked food orders only. Event starts at
6pm and the show at 7pm. Members 20TL,
non-Members 25TL. Tickets will be available
soon at Wild Duck, Best Seller Alsancak, RBL
stall Lambousa Market or call Pamela on 0533
873 6876.
19th September – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person.
2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.

20th September – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s
Bar, Esentepe at 8.30pm.
21st September – Saturday - Heart and Soul
(Stephanie & Andy) will be performing at
Montenegro Bar, Karsiyaka at 8pm. Booking
advisable 0533 880 9495
22nd September – Sunday - Veni Vici Pasta
Marathon 2019. 11am to 11pm. Challenge is
to serve 1,000 dishes in 12 hours. All dishes
30TL (20TL per dish to Tulips) Take-Aways
available. Tulips Pasta Tossers. Entertainment
throughout the afternoon and evening by
Gavin, Laura, Katie B, Wonky Donkey.
26th September – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per
person. 2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book
call 0542 889 3034.
27th September – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s
Bar, Esentepe at 8.30pm.
27th to 29th September - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak are holding a
Friends Across Borders concert with bands
from south and north Cyprus and Germany.
This will be a great live 3-day music event.
29th September – Sunday - Kumyali Nature
Walk organised by Making A Difference
(M.A.D.) in aid of Ziyamet Special Needs
School. 5k and 8k distances. Registration
10am to 11am. Family of 4 – 50TL, Adult –
25TL, Children under 12 – 10TL. Enquiries –
Art Watson (English) 0533 861 4873 or Seda
Bayman (Turkish) 0533 835 1618.
29th September – Sunday - Hope 4 Pets will
be holding a Live Auction at Tim’s Cafe/Bar,
Ozankoy, starting at 3pm. If you can donate
any nice items please contact Stephanie
Harrison-Croft, Emma Eminsoy, Barbara
Burton, via Facebook message.
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
31st August – Saturday
Rizki 11 Eczanesi, Mülk Plaza, Çatalköy. Tel: 824 5606
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 8979

4th September – Wednesday
Rizki Eczanesi, Nacı Talat Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 3496
Selvin Çağay Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 2025

1st September – Sunday
Aşar Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu. Zıraat Bankası. Tel: 822 3885
Günay Variş Eczanesi, Uğur Mumcu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 815 2585

5th September – Thursday
Nejla Erçal Eczanesi, Universite Yolu, Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 822 3202
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak Girne. Tel: 815 1025

2nd September – Monday
Başak Eczanesi, Zıya Rizkı Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 3620
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009

6th September – Friday
Defne Eczanesi, Ataturk Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 3516
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 822 2287

3rd September – Tuesday
Arda Çelik Eczanesi, Zafer Cad Ozankoy. Tel: 815 2069
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 7075

7th September – Saturday
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 8118
Şifali Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 0533 846 3330

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Opening Hours
From 20th May to September 2019 - summertime opening hours are 8am to 1pm and
3pm to 7pm on weekdays and 8am to 1pm on Saturdays.
Duty chemists 8am to 2am.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 30th August 2019)
10-day Forecast
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Esentepe win Erdal Barut Memorial Trophy
By Richard Beale ...

Result: Esentepe KKSK 2 Türk Ocak Limasol 2
Esentepe win 4-3 on penalties

Saturday August 24: Erdal Barut
Stadium
The Erdal Barut Memorial Trophy
which is played annually in
remembrance of the former Village
President, who tragically died in 2013,
was won by Esentepe for the first time
since its inauguration.
Super League giants Türk Ocak
Limasol kindly accepted Esentepe's
invitation to participate in this annual
match which drew a good crowd on a
boiling August evening.
Esentepe matched their big spending
Esentepe Captain VURKAN receives the Erdal Barut Memorial Trophy from the late
opponents and turned in their best
village President's son CELAL.
performance so far in the pre-season
goal from the impressive EMRE
two golden opportunities with both
warm up matches.
left finding their recent foreign
SOYTÜRK. The youngster using his
Elogie and Insa shooting wide from
signing INSA SYLLA who beat Onur
excessive pace went on a solo run on
good positions.
Despite being outclassed by their with a shot from outside the box. 0-1
the right before cutting inside and
technically
superior
opponents,
beating Cenk with a low shot. 2-1
Esentepe rolled up their sleeves and Esentepe were unlucky to go into the
FULL TIME SCORE: 2-2
with a dogged determination competed break especially as they had competed
The pace continued to be relentless
Thankfully in the heat extra time was
well in this very entertaining match.
so well, with Captain Vurkan and his
despite both teams making numerous
not an option, so the match was
fellow midfielder Furkan being
changes, with Türk Ocak's three
decided with a penalty shootout
After an even opening period where outstanding.
recent African signings, Isa Sylla,
which was won 4-3 by Esentepe
both teams were restricted to long shots
Elogie Oha and Sahid Turay
(Kaan, Hüseyin, Hürkan and Emre
that either went wide or over the bar, HALF TIME SCORE: 0-1
becoming more influential.
Mutlu successfully converted their
Esentepe brought the Türk Ocak
penalties)
goalkeeper Cenk into action with two It didn't take long for Esentepe to
Türk Ocak's superior fitness was
good efforts.
equalise in the 46th minute when
starting to tell, with Esentepe
Thanks to both teams for providing
Hürkan was bundled over in the box.
defending as if their lives depended on
such a good match on what is a sad
In the 25th minute a short corner from Up stepped his elder brother KAAN
it.
day for the village of Esentepe.
Burak was pulled back into the path of who scored from the resulting penalty.
Mahmut who hit a screamer of a shot 1-1
Eventually in the 85th minute
that saw Cenk brilliantly dive to his left
Esentepe defence finally cracked
to parry the effort.
Esentepe continued to press forward.
under pressure when following a
Emre Soytürk who was becoming
lightning break on the right Elogie's
Five minutes later he was brought to more of an influence set up Furkan
effort rebounded off the Esentepe post
his knees following a shot from Furkan following a corner which saw the
into the path of INSA SYLLA to
outside the area.
midfielder's low shot go just wide of
score his second goal. 2-2.
Cenk's left hand post.
Against the run of play Türk Ocak took
Türk Ocak should have won it in the
the lead right on the stroke of half time Esentepe pressure was rewarded in
last 5 minutes when they squandered
following a break and cross from the the 64th minute with a fine individual
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Esentepe lose to late Arda goal
By Richard Beale ..

Result: Esentepe KKSK 0 Mesarya SK 1

Sunday August 25 : Esentepe
Erdal Barut Stadium.
A solidarity goal scored in the 73rd
minute from a defensive mix up was
the only thing that separated these
two teams in a closely fought
friendly match, played on another
scorching August evening
After the euphoria of Saturdays
impressive display against Super
League giants Türk Ocak, when
Esentepe won the Erdal Barut
Memorial Trophy after a penalty
shoot out,
understandably this
match was bit of an anticlimax.
Two matches in two days in very
hot weather has taken its toll on
Esentepe's
limited
playing
resources. They didn't risk players
carrying knocks, so the Esentepe
replacement bench had two
youngsters aged 15, and one of 17,
who played later on.
Esentepe put in another good
hardworking performance against a
team that are expected to be one of
the favourites for promotion next
season.
Where is Mesarya, you are asking?
It's on the Mesarya plain a small
village halfway between Lefkoşa
and Famagusta. They are a very
ambitious and positive Club, who
ideally want promotion this season.
They have secured the services of a
very good Technical Director
NAZIM AKTUNÇ, who last season
managed Göçmenköy to promotion
to the Super League. Nazım has
taken his backroom staff with him
and already has invested heavily in
the transfer market.

Two 15 year olds making their first senior appearances for Esentepe
HÜSEYİN DEYNEKLİ (left) and MUSTAFA SOYTÜRK (right) in red shirts.
I was a little disappointed with their
performance on Sunday, I expected
better from them. Esentepe didn't
allow them to settle and the match
despite the high temperatures was
played at a furious tempo.
Both sides had chances in the first
half, a Mesarya forward volleyed just
wide of a diving Hüseyin left hand
post in the 15th minute. Five minutes
later the Esentepe keeper made a
brilliant fingertip save, pushing a
close range shot over the bar.
Esentepe had their chances also in the
24th minute Yakup's cross from the
right found Eray at the near post, but
the forward managed to scoop his shot
over the bar from a few yards out.
The same player four minutes later
headed wide from a good position
after good work on the left by Hürkan.
Just before the break Hürkan and Eray
set up Yakup whose shot went just
wide of the Mesarya left hand post.
HALF TIME SCORE; 0-0

The second half was a scrappy affair
with any half chances created ending
up wide or over the bar.
After impressing together in the
young teams match against Türk
Ocak
on
Saturday,
Esentepe
introduced 15 year old HÜSEYİN
DEYNEKLİ, who stands no more
than "knee high to a grasshopper" and
his fellow forward 17 year old EGE
CAN AÇIKPORTALI, to taste for the
first time senior level football. They
were joined minutes later by another
15 year old, right back MUSTAFA
SOYTÜRK. The youngsters played
their part and showed some fine
touches.
Mesarya missed a glorious chance to
lead in the 70th minute when
following a right wing cross one of
their forwards blasted over from only
a few yards out.
However they didn't have long to wait
as they scored in the 73rd minute
following an unfortunate error by
Esentepe goalkeeper Hüseyin, who
attempting to pass the ball out of his
area, only succeeding in passing it

directly to Mesarya forward ARDA
SOZCU. Arda couldn't believe his
luck and promptly sent the ball back
past Hüseyin. 0-1
Again for Esentepe Captain Vurkan
impressed in midfield, along with
FURKAN who had a excellent game
firstly in midfield in the first half and
then as a central defender in the
second half.
TUĞRUL GUNAY, who has had an
impressive pre season, again put in a
solid performance at the back.
FULL TIME SCORE: 0-1

